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This is a philosophical look at a subject ofThis is a philosophical look at a subject of

intense interest to psychiatrists. The thirteenintense interest to psychiatrists. The thirteen

authors include seven philosophers, twoauthors include seven philosophers, two

theologians, three psychologists and sixtheologians, three psychologists and six

psychiatrists, several doubly qualified. Somepsychiatrists, several doubly qualified. Some

chapters are unashamedly theoretical; usechapters are unashamedly theoretical; use

of conditional tenses is quite refreshing asof conditional tenses is quite refreshing as

a change from medical books.a change from medical books.

Potter, the editor, introduces the topicPotter, the editor, introduces the topic

of the healing power of forgiveness and re-of the healing power of forgiveness and re-

conciliation, including the vexed issue ofconciliation, including the vexed issue of

the morality of forgiving someone with nothe morality of forgiving someone with no

remorse. Brendel, considering the implica-remorse. Brendel, considering the implica-

tions of the Truth and Reconciliation Com-tions of the Truth and Reconciliation Com-

mission (TRC) for psychotherapy, looks atmission (TRC) for psychotherapy, looks at

the way that apology can be an importantthe way that apology can be an important

first step towards repairing a damaged re-first step towards repairing a damaged re-

lationship. Kruger writes about forgivenesslationship. Krüger writes about forgiveness

and reconciliation from a South Africanand reconciliation from a South African

perspective. She regards Desmond Tutu’sperspective. She regards Desmond Tutu’s

ubuntuubuntu theology as having been a guidingtheology as having been a guiding

force in the work of the TRC. Zachar, alsoforce in the work of the TRC. Zachar, also

considering the TRC from a psychothera-considering the TRC from a psychothera-

peutic perspective, argues that it had a legit-peutic perspective, argues that it had a legit-

imate purpose in the management of bothimate purpose in the management of both

individual and societal rage, and that theindividual and societal rage, and that the

experience of rage is related to a desire forexperience of rage is related to a desire for

justice. He deals with the different problemjustice. He deals with the different problem

of prescribed forgiveness. How the philoso-of prescribed forgiveness. How the philoso-

phical approach to the concept of truthphical approach to the concept of truth

helps us understand the notion and role ofhelps us understand the notion and role of

truth-telling in our lives is linked by Mitch-truth-telling in our lives is linked by Mitch-

ell to the work of the TRC.ell to the work of the TRC.

Political reconciliation, the process ofPolitical reconciliation, the process of

building healthier relationships among citi-building healthier relationships among citi-

zens formerly estranged through conflict orzens formerly estranged through conflict or

repression, is discussed by Murphy. Psycho-repression, is discussed by Murphy. Psycho-

therapy can help to clarify past events andtherapy can help to clarify past events and

explore feelings but cannot provide reconci-explore feelings but cannot provide reconci-

liation, according to Spitz, who elaboratesliation, according to Spitz, who elaborates

how truth and trust are required. Rawlin-how truth and trust are required. Rawlin-

son discusses the moral significance of theson discusses the moral significance of the

act of forgiveness. The hypothesis of Glasact of forgiveness. The hypothesis of Glas

is that the description of the dynamic of evilis that the description of the dynamic of evil

helps us to understand forgiveness andhelps us to understand forgiveness and

reconciliation, and that this is useful for thereconciliation, and that this is useful for the

work of the psychiatrist. ‘It is characteristicwork of the psychiatrist. ‘It is characteristic

for forgiveness to have insufficient grounds;for forgiveness to have insufficient grounds;

this is not a weakness but indicates forgive-this is not a weakness but indicates forgive-

ness’s power . . . ’ Verhagen develops aness’s power . . . ’ Verhagen develops a

relational model of forgiveness involvingrelational model of forgiveness involving

both victim and offender.both victim and offender.

How forgiveness may reinforce genderHow forgiveness may reinforce gender

stereotypes and uneven power relations isstereotypes and uneven power relations is

discussed by Lamb. Perring states thatdiscussed by Lamb. Perring states that

truth-telling is an essential ingredient intruth-telling is an essential ingredient in

the healing process and discusses consumer/the healing process and discusses consumer/

survivor movements in psychiatric care.survivor movements in psychiatric care.

‘Change the story, the future changes’ is‘Change the story, the future changes’ is

central to work with aboriginal people incentral to work with aboriginal people in

Canada, according to Mehl-Madrona whoCanada, according to Mehl-Madrona who

cooperates with community elders incooperates with community elders in

psychotherapy.psychotherapy.

This book is recommended to thoseThis book is recommended to those

who want to take one of the fundamentalswho want to take one of the fundamentals

of our work a bit further.of our work a bit further.
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I was pleasantly surprised and excited whenI was pleasantly surprised and excited when

asked to review this book. Initially appre-asked to review this book. Initially appre-

hensive, I found the experience enriching,hensive, I found the experience enriching,

not only in expanding my limited knowl-not only in expanding my limited knowl-

edge about therapeutic communities butedge about therapeutic communities but

also in awakening a sense of intrigue andalso in awakening a sense of intrigue and

curiosity.curiosity.

Asylum to ActionAsylum to Action provides a glimpseprovides a glimpse

into history, of the rise and subsequent de-into history, of the rise and subsequent de-

mise of the Paddington, a therapeutic com-mise of the Paddington, a therapeutic com-

munity set in London in the late ’60s/earlymunity set in London in the late ’60s/early

’70s. The author, Helen Spandler, is a Re-’70s. The author, Helen Spandler, is a Re-

search Fellow in social work and has pub-search Fellow in social work and has pub-

lished in other areas of mental health.lished in other areas of mental health.

Asylum to ActionAsylum to Action is a summary of heris a summary of her

retrospective work on Paddington. She isretrospective work on Paddington. She is

clearly very knowledgeable and passionateclearly very knowledgeable and passionate

about the research she carried out into theabout the research she carried out into the

history of the hospital. This is conveyedhistory of the hospital. This is conveyed

within her narrative and she achieves awithin her narrative and she achieves a

good balance between giving factual infor-good balance between giving factual infor-

mation and providing a forum in whichmation and providing a forum in which

to pose questions and allow productiveto pose questions and allow productive

debate.debate.

The book is divided into thoughtfulThe book is divided into thoughtful

chapters. It begins by giving a history ofchapters. It begins by giving a history of

the formation of therapeutic communitiesthe formation of therapeutic communities

in an era of anti-psychiatry, social idealsin an era of anti-psychiatry, social ideals

and a rise in patients with mental healthand a rise in patients with mental health

problems using their own voices to promoteproblems using their own voices to promote

change.change.

The Paddington appears to have beenThe Paddington appears to have been

an idealised experiment into health democ-an idealised experiment into health democ-

racy and libertarianism, at a time ofracy and libertarianism, at a time of

immense political struggle within theimmense political struggle within the

healthcare system. When faced with uncer-healthcare system. When faced with uncer-

tainty in 1972, a tremendous effort by thetainty in 1972, a tremendous effort by the

Paddington’s staff and patients preventedPaddington’s staff and patients prevented

its closure. It provided a foundation fromits closure. It provided a foundation from

which patients gained more rights in treat-which patients gained more rights in treat-

ment choices and allowed for an escapement choices and allowed for an escape

from traditional medicalisation and label-from traditional medicalisation and label-

ling. Unfortunately, it also portrays a veryling. Unfortunately, it also portrays a very

real situation where power struggles, a lackreal situation where power struggles, a lack

of boundaries and regulations and the ex-of boundaries and regulations and the ex-

tremes of political correctness can lead totremes of political correctness can lead to

corruption and destruction.corruption and destruction.

In contrast to other literature on theIn contrast to other literature on the

Paddington Day Hospital, Spandler chall-Paddington Day Hospital, Spandler chall-

enges the negative accounts. Rather thanenges the negative accounts. Rather than

purely lingering on its downfall, Spandlerpurely lingering on its downfall, Spandler

reinforces its achievements as a therapeuticreinforces its achievements as a therapeutic

microcosm that provided benefits to itsmicrocosm that provided benefits to its
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patients. Its success also infiltrated thepatients. Its success also infiltrated the

wider social context of the media and gen-wider social context of the media and gen-

eral public.eral public.

I believe that one of the rewarding as-I believe that one of the rewarding as-

pects of this book is that aside from its corepects of this book is that aside from its core

content it covers aspects of the ongoingcontent it covers aspects of the ongoing

struggles of the National Health service instruggles of the National Health service in

today’s political climate and the import-today’s political climate and the import-

ance of solidarity.ance of solidarity.

Having spent some time in a therapeu-Having spent some time in a therapeu-

tic community in Massachussetts, USA astic community in Massachussetts, USA as

a medical student on my elective, I wasa medical student on my elective, I was

drawn by the parallels of my own experi-drawn by the parallels of my own experi-

ences. I became quite involved in the var-ences. I became quite involved in the var-

ious dilemmas and debates that the bookious dilemmas and debates that the book

threw into question.threw into question.

This book is a light and easy read.This book is a light and easy read.

Although it may not be seen as a core textAlthough it may not be seen as a core text

inin terms of psychiatric training pro-terms of psychiatric training pro-

grammes, I would recommend it as an in-grammes, I would recommend it as an in-

teresting and controversial read, for bothteresting and controversial read, for both

mental health professionals and a widermental health professionals and a wider

audience.audience.
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Although this book is nearly 30 years old, IAlthough this book is nearly 30 years old, I

had never seen it before. First impressionshad never seen it before. First impressions

are favourable. A multi-author guide toare favourable. A multi-author guide to

the range of current psychotherapiesthe range of current psychotherapies

through 18 chapters, including ones onthrough 18 chapters, including ones on

psychotherapy with young people and thepsychotherapy with young people and the

elderly, it nearly always succeeds inelderly, it nearly always succeeds in

delivering on the essentials. These are: thedelivering on the essentials. These are: the

key principles of an approach; when it iskey principles of an approach; when it is

likely to be used; and the extent to whichlikely to be used; and the extent to which

there is evidence for its effectiveness. Athere is evidence for its effectiveness. A

sense of consideration for the reader’s likelysense of consideration for the reader’s likely

needs informs the book so thoroughly thatneeds informs the book so thoroughly that

it is surprisingly readable, with severalit is surprisingly readable, with several

chapters likely to become recommendedchapters likely to become recommended

introductions for a given approach. Theintroductions for a given approach. The

book’s value is augmented by summary listsbook’s value is augmented by summary lists

of key readings, where most contributorsof key readings, where most contributors

are commendably objective in theirare commendably objective in their

selections.selections.

A brief historical introduction allowsA brief historical introduction allows

some reference to be made to areas, suchsome reference to be made to areas, such

as person-centred psychotherapy, whichas person-centred psychotherapy, which

are thereafter effectively ignored. Whileare thereafter effectively ignored. While

no book of this kind is likely to be comple-no book of this kind is likely to be comple-

tely comprehensive, three omissions weretely comprehensive, three omissions were

noticeable given the likely needs of traineenoticeable given the likely needs of trainee

psychiatrists. First, although several im-psychiatrists. First, although several im-

portant models of brief psychotherapy areportant models of brief psychotherapy are

considered in some depth (based on theconsidered in some depth (based on the

work of Malan & Davanloo; Ryle & Hob-work of Malan & Davanloo; Ryle & Hob-

son), the one that is now the most widelyson), the one that is now the most widely

used, Klerman’s interpersonal psychother-used, Klerman’s interpersonal psychother-

apy, is not. Second, supportive psycho-apy, is not. Second, supportive psycho-

therapy (the darling of many MRCPsychtherapy (the darling of many MRCPsych

examination essays) retains a chapter, butexamination essays) retains a chapter, but

in it, as elsewhere, the newcomer to thein it, as elsewhere, the newcomer to the

field is given no guidance on what the termfield is given no guidance on what the term

counselling means, or on how it might dif-counselling means, or on how it might dif-

fer from psychotherapy. Third, one appar-fer from psychotherapy. Third, one appar-

ent consequence of the prioritisation ofent consequence of the prioritisation of

general principles here is a failure to illus-general principles here is a failure to illus-

trate psychotherapy when practised othertrate psychotherapy when practised other

than in out-patient settings. (The chaptersthan in out-patient settings. (The chapters

on behavioural therapy and psychotherapyon behavioural therapy and psychotherapy

for older people are exceptions here, butfor older people are exceptions here, but

one on ‘family therapy in the adult psychi-one on ‘family therapy in the adult psychi-

atric setting’ is misleadingly titled. More-atric setting’ is misleadingly titled. More-

over, there is no acknowledgment at all ofover, there is no acknowledgment at all of

the role of specialist hospitals or therapeu-the role of specialist hospitals or therapeu-

tic communities.) These caveats aside, I re-tic communities.) These caveats aside, I re-

commend trainee psychiatrists have accesscommend trainee psychiatrists have access

to a copy of this reliable compendiumto a copy of this reliable compendium

throughout the early years of training.throughout the early years of training.
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